It is well known that there is a one-to-one correspondence between fixed effects ANOVA models involving both crossed and nested factors, and combinatorial objects called "posets". The enumeration of nonisomorphic posets is an interesting and nontrivial combinatorial problem for which answers are available for posets of order 14 or less, i.e. for fixed effects ANOVA models with 14 or fewer factors. Such an enumeration problem does not appear to have been considered for mixed effects models. In this paper we study this problem and obtain a list of nonisomorphic mixed effects models involving five or fewer factors. For instance, it is shown that there are 576 nonisomorphic mixed effects ANOVA models involving five factors. Confidence intervals for variance components in any of these models, with superior coverage properties than those afforded by the application of the Satterthwaite method, may be computed using the methods discussed in the book "Confidence Intervals for Variance Components" by Burdick and Graybill [2]. To facilitate these calculations, we have written a SAS macro that will compute these confidence intervals for any mixed effects saturated ANOVA model involving five or fewer factors. User input to the SAS MACRO is the actual data set along with a matrix indicating whether each factor is fixed or random and the nesting/crossing configuration among the factors. The operation of the MACRO is illustrated using an example involving real data. Such a MACRO is expected to be extremely useful to practitioners in view of the fact that SAS or any other commonly available statistical software package does not have built in commands for obtaining confidence intervals for variance components discussed in [2].
Introd uction
The mixed model is a special case of the general linear model, where both the mean function and covariance matrix for the data have a linear structure. Specifically, the vector of observations y is assumed to have moments
VaT[Y] = I>ptVt, (1) (2)
where ex = (0:1, ... , O:p)t and ¢ = (rP1,"" rPq)t are unknown parameters and X, VI,"" Vq are known matrices. Note that any mean vector and covariance matrix can be written in this form, but we are interested in models in which the parameters 0:1,"" O:p, rPl, ... ,rPq are functionally independent (except perhaps some linear estimability conditions among the O:i) and relatively few parameters are needed to obtain this form. Such general covariance structures arise by assuming that some of the effects are random.
In the discussion that follows, we will often refer to "balanced" data and "saturated" models. For balanced data, at each factor level combination, the same number of responses are available. A saturated model includes all possible main effect and interaction terms.
The following example illustrates the general situation. It involves fixed and random factors and also crossing and nesting among factors.
Example 1: An experiment was designed to test the effectiveness of different growing regimes on crop yield. All combinations of two Fertilizers, two Pesticides and two Water volumes were considered. Two growing Areas were randomly assigned to each of the eight treatments. Within each area, 3 samples were taken and the crop yield was recorded. Note that Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Water are fixed factors and Area is a random factor. The response for the Tth replicate in the lth area for the ith fertilizer with the jth pesticide and the kth water treatment is:
It is assumed that
We further assume that the random variables are mutually independent.
Fixed Effects Models and Hasse Diagrams
In this section we will establish the one to one correspondence between fixed effects models with n factors and posets with n elements. First we establish some definitions and proofs pertaining to posets.
Posets, Hasse Diagrams, and Adjacency Matrices
A partial order on a set, X, is a collection, R, of ordered pairs (x, y) with x E X and Y E X, such that
• (.'E,y), (y,x) E R imply x = y (antisymmetry), and
Instead of (x, y) E R, we often write x ::; y. The pair (X, R) is called a partially ordered set, or poset for short, see [3, p. 187] .
A Hasse diagram is a convenient graphical representation of a poset. The Hasse diagram of a poset P is a graph drawn such that each vertex corresponds to a point of the poset, and for each pair (x, y) such that .' E ::; Y the vertices representing x and yare joined by an edge (such that x is 'below' y) provided that x ::; y is a nonredundant relation in R. The relation x ::; z in R is called redundant if:3y E X, y ofx, y ofz, such that x ::; y and y ::; z. Otherwise the relation x ::; z is said to be nonredundant. By convention, the relation x ::; .7: is a redundant relation.
Consider the poset N such that n = 4 and C ::; A, D < A, D < B. The Hasse Diagram corresponding to this poset is shown below.
The following theorems related to posets and Hasse diagrams will be useful later.
Theorem 1: Giving a Hasse diagram H on n vertices is equivalent to giving a poset P on n elements, [5, p. 61 ].
Theorem 2:
Any subset S of a poset P is itself a poset under the same relation (restricted to S),
Two posets are considered isomorphic if one can be transformed into another by simply rearranging the labelling of the elements. The number of unlabelled or nonisomorphic posets with n ::; 14 elements has been derived. These results are shown in Table 1 , [4] . A formula to count the number of unlabelled posets with n elements is not known to exist, and even estimates of the number of unlabelled posets with n elements as n ----t 00 is a difficult combinatorial problem, [5, p. 
59].
A poset can also be represented using an adjacency matrix. If P is a poset with n elements, the adjacency matrix of P is the n x n matrix whose (i, j) entry is equal to 1 if j ::; i and 0 otherwise. Note that if j ::; i the (i, j) entry of the adjacency matrix is 1, but the (j, i) entry is O.
The adjacency matrix for a poset P is denoted as A(P). Note that by the reflexivity of posets, the diagonal elements should all be 1. However, we will adapt the convention of putting O's along the diagonal. The adjacency matrix for the poset N such that n =4, and C ::; A, D ::; A, D ::; B, is given by
where the row and column indices are A, B, C, D in that order.
The Relationship between Posets and Fixed Effects Models
In this section we will establish the relationship between posets and fixed effects models. We are interested in enumerating the nonisomorphic fixed effects models with n ::; 5 factors, and it will be convenient to use already established information about the number of unlabelled posets with n ::; 5 elements.
Proposition 1
There is a one to one correspondence between posets and fixed effects models. Hence, the number of nonisomorphic posets with n elements is equal to the number of nonisomorphic fixed effects models with n factors. This can be seen when we consider a poset P with n elements, and a fixed effects model F with n factors. For distinct i and .1, if .1 ::; i in the poset P, this corresponds to factor .1 nested in factor i in the fixed effects model F. If . 1 10 i and i 10 .1 in P, this corresponds to factor i crossed with factor .1 in the fixed effects model F.
So, the number of nonisomorphic fixed effects models with n factors is equivalent to the number of unlabelled posets with n elements. Hence, the number of fixed effects models with n ::; 14 factors is known.
Using this result, we will be able to conveniently represent a given fixed effects model by either a Hasse diagram or an adjacency matrix. If we consider the Hasse diagram corresponding to a given fixed effects model, if factor .1 is nested in factor i, the vertices corresponding to these two factors will be connected by an edge or a monotone sequence of edges, and the vertex for factor . 1 will be below the vertex for factor i. Conversely, only if two factors are connected by an edge or a monotone sequence of edges in a given Hasse diagram, will there be a nesting relationship between the two factors. A sequence of edges connecting A to B is monotone if it corresponds to a chain of relations of the form A = Yl ::; Y2, Y2 ::; Y:~, ... ,Yk-l ::; Yk = B for some k. If we consider the adjacency matrix corresponding to a fixed effects model, if factor .1 is nested in factor i the (i, .1) entry of the adjacency matrix will be 1, otherwise the (i,.1) entry will be O. Hence, if factor i has no factors nested within it, the ith row will be a row of zeros. Note that we can always represent any fixed or mixed effects model using a Hasse Diagram. We return to our original example to illustrate.
Example 1 (continued):
The mixed model presented in Example 1 is illustrated by the following Hasse Diagram. pesticide fertilizer water area Note that even though Pesticide and Fertilizer are connected by a sequence of edges, this sequence is not monotone, so Pesticide and Fertilizer are not nested but crossed.
Since we are interested in actually creating all possible nonisomorphic fixed effects models with a given number of factors, an algorithm will be required. For this purpose, it is most convenient to represent a given fixed effects model as an adjacency matrix. For the purposes of constructing an algorithm, we will want to construct an n x n adjacency matrix (corresponding to a fixed effects model with n factors) based on an existing (n -1) x (n -1) adjacency matrix (corresponding to a fixed effects model with n -1 factors). The following proposition will allow us to do this.
Proposition 2
The n x n adjacency matrix for a given fixed effects model with n factors can be constructed by adding a row and column to an (n -1) x (n -1) adjacency graph corresponding to a fixed effects model with n -1 factors. Specifically, we can create a fixed effects model with n elements by adding a single factor which has no other factors nested within it. This corresponds to adding a final row and column to an existing (n -1) x (n -1) adjacency matrix, where the nth row is a row of zeros.
It is easiest to visualize this proposition in the context of Hasse diagrams. In this context, the proposition states that any Hasse diagram with n vertices can be constructed by adding a single vertex to a Hasse diagram with n -1 vertices. Specifically, we will create the new Hasse diagram by adding a "bottom" vertex to an existing Hasse diagram. By "bottom" vertex we mean that this vertex will not be connected to any vertices "below" itself. In the context of fixed effects models, this will represent a factor with no factors nested within it.
First of all, any Hasse diagram, H*, must have a bottom vertex. If not, then every vertex of H* has at least one vertex below it. This would imply that the number of vertices in H* is infinite, a contradiction. Therefore, let x be a "bottom" vertex of H*. By removing this vertex and all edges connected to it we get an n -1 vertex Hasse diagram, H, and H* can be obtained from H by adding back the bottom vertex and an appropriate set of edges.
Hence, we may construct new fixed effects models with n factors by adding a factor (with no other factors nested within it) to a fixed effects model with n -1 factors and defining appropriate nesting relationships of this new factor to the other n -1 factors.
An Algorithm for Generating Fixed Effects Models with n :::; 5 Factors
For the purposes of this project, it is desired to actually construct all fixed effects models with n :::: 5 factors. The following algorithm was used to enumerate all fixed effects models with n :::: 5 factors.
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1. Construct the set of adjacency matrices which represent fixed effects models with n factors.
In the actual implementation of this algorithm, we started with the set of 2 x 2 adjacency matrices which represent all possible fixed effects models with 2 factors. This set, which we will denote by F2, is shown below. Note that it would also have been possible to start with the single adjacency matrix that represents the only possible fixed effect model with n = 1 factor.
2. Construct a set of candidate adjacency matrices of size (n + 1) x (n + 1). This set of candidate adjacency matrices is constructed using the following steps.
(a) Construct the 2 n possible vectors of length n comprised only of zeroes and ones. For n = 2, this set of vectors is:
Adjoin each of these possible vectors (as the (n + l)st column) to each of the n x n adjacency matrices described in step 1.
(b) Adjoin a row vector of zeros of length n + 1 (as the (n + 1) st row) to each of the n x (n + 1) matrices from (a). This creates a set of (n + 1) x (n + 1) candidate matrices.
3. From the set of (n + 1) x (n + 1) candidate matrices, identify and remove matrices which In order to remove matrices that have such "redundant" edges, we can use the following process.
(a) For a given candidate adjacency matrix A of size (n + 1) x (n + 1), examine the matrix given by 2:~~~ Ak. Note that (i,j)th entry of the matrix Ak gives the number of monotone paths of length k between vertices i and j. So, the (i,j)th entry of 2:~~~-1 Ak indicates the number of monotone paths between vertices i and j with length between 2 and n.
(b) If the (i,j)th entry of A is 1, hence indicating a path of length 1 between vertices i and j, and the (i,j)th entry of I:~~~~l Ak is greater than or equal to one, remove matrix A from the list of possible candidate matrices.
4. From the remaining candidate matrices, identify pairs of isomorphic matrices, and remove redundancies. Two fixed effects models are considered isomorphic if one can be transformed into another by simply rearranging the labelling of the factors. Hence, for us, two adjacency matrices will be considered isomorphic if one can be changed into another by permuting rows and columns (using the same permutation for both rows and columns). The matrices Band C would be considered isomorphic if we could obtain B by swapping rows i and j of C and then swapping columns i and j in C. More generally two matrices Band C would be considered isomorphic if we could obtain B by a given permutation of the rows of C and then applying the same permutation to the columns of C. The following steps were used.
(a) The first matrix from the set of candidates is automatically placed into the acceptance set.
(b) For each of the remaining candidate matrices, all possible permutations were created from the original matrix. If the intersection of the acceptance set and the set of permuted versions of the candidate matrix is null, then this matrix is added to the acceptance set. Otherwise, it is discarded.
(c) These steps are repeated until each matrix in the set of candidates has either been discarded or added to the acceptance set.
Using this algorithm, we were able to successfully generate all possible fixed effects models with n ::; 5 factors. The number of models with n factors (n ::; 5) matched the results for the number of posets with n elements; refer to Table 1 for the results.
Mixed Models and Two Colored Hasse Diagrams
Using the results from the previous section, specifically the adjacency matrices that were constructed, we will be able to enumerate mixed models with n ::; 5 factors. This problem can be likened to counting the number of non-isomorphic posets with each vertex colored using one of two specified colors--say, red and green. By convention, the green vertices represent fixed effects and the red vertices represent random effects. To the best of our knowledge, this problem has not been studied.
In the following algorithm, we utilize the adjacency matrices corresponding to the fixed effects models that were generated using the algorithm presented in the preceding section. Recall, that the diagonal elements of these adjacency matrices were all zero. In graph theory, a one in the (i, i) position of an adjacency matrix usually indicates a loop at vertex i. However, for our purposes, if a 1 appears in the (i, i) position of the adjacency matrix, we will define the ith factor of the model to be a random factor, while a zero indicates a fixed factor. The following algorithm was used to generate all mixed effects models with n factors for n ::; 5.
1. Start with the set of adjacency matrices representing the fixed effects models with n factors.
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2. We now construct a set of candidate matrices. For each n x n fixed effect matrix, create candidate mixed effect matrices by generating all of the possible 211, combinations of zeroes and ones along the diagonal. Note that the off-diagonal elements remain unchanged.
3. We now remove matrices that violate the constraint that a fixed factor cannot be nested within a random factor. This constraint is discussed below. Recall if the ith factor is random this is indicated by a 1 in the (i,i) position of the adjacency matrix.
(a) For a given candidate adjacency matrix A of size n x n, examine the matrix given by S = L~~~-l Ak. Note that the (i,j)th entry of the matrix Ak gives the number of paths of length k between vertices i and j. So, the (i,j)th entry of S indicates the number of monotone paths between vertices i and j of any given length.
(b) Then for each candidate adjacency matrix A, if A(i, i) = 1 and A(j, j) = 0 and S(i, j) ~ 1 then we remove A from the set of candidate matrices.
(c) Continue this process for each candidate matrix.
4.
From the remaining candidate matrices, we remove isomorphic copies. In order to accomplish this, we use the process identical to that used to create the set of all nonisomorphic fixed effects models with n factors.
The results for counting the number of mixed models with n ::; 5 factors (with the constraint imposed) are shown in the third column of Table 2 .
The constraint that a fixed factor may not be nested within a random factor is sensible when we consider examples of "natural" nesting (for example leaves nested within a tree). However, this constraint may be relaxed to accommodate cases where the nesting is "forced". For example, suppose there are a total of four varieties of wheat with two varieties planted in Field 1 and two varieties planted in Field 2. If variety is fixed and field is random then this example violates the constraint and yet this situation could occur in practice. Note however, that this situation could also be modelled as an example where variety is crossed with field, but we have missing cells.
We can enumerate the mixed models without the constraint imposed. The algorithm is identical to the one above with Step 3 deleted. The results are shown in fourth column of Table 2 . The question remains as to whether models that violate the constraint should be permitted. Hocking [6, p. 542] indicates that models that violate the constraint should not be permitted. In the next section, the list of mixed models created will be used in a SAS macro. SAS documentation does not forbid models that violate the constraint. However, PROC MIXED does not handle these models correctly as the following example illustrates.
Example 2:
Variety (fixed) is nested within field (random). Two varieties are applied to two plots each in Field 1. Two other varieties are applied to two plots each in Field 2. Thus, there are a total of eight observations. The data are shown below as part of the SAS code.
The ANOVA is given in Table 3 . There is a column for Type 3 expected mean squares provided by PROC MIXED as well as PROC GLM. Note that the expected mean square for Field differs in the two columns. Direct analytical calculation shows that the EMS given by PROC MIXED is incorrect. The correct EMS (Field) is Var(Error)+ 4 Var(Field) + Q(Variety(Field) , as given by PROC GLM, where Q(Variety(Field)= e T Ae, with and [ 1/2
Note that Vi(j), 1 ::; i ::; 2, 1 ::; j ::; 2 represent the variety effects within each field. The following code was used to obtain the results in 
Confidence Intervals for Functions of Variance Components
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In many cases, we are interested in estimating and obtaining confidence intervals for functions of variance components. Only the mean square terms for random effects are used to estimate variance components. We will use St to indicate the sum of squares for factorial effect t and rt to indicate the corresponding degrees of freedom. Equating the mean squares to their expected mean squares gives a set of equations, which can be solved to estimate variance components. This is described as the AOV method or Method of Moments (MOM) for estimating variance components. For balanced date situations they are also the unconstrained REML estimates.
If we let A and ¢ represent the vectors of expected mean squares and variance components, then the relation between these vectors is (5) for a suitable matrix L. By ordering the elements of ¢ appropriately, we note that L can be written as an upper triangular matrix. Thus we see that there is a one-to-one mapping between variance components and the expected mean squares corresponding to random effects. The estimate of the vector of variance components is then given by (6) where ~ is the vector of mean squares. Note that the estimates of the expected mean squares are nonnegative, but the estimates of the variance components may sometimes be negative. In addition to estimating single variance components, one may be interested in estimating a linear function of variance components. Either way, the quantity of interest may be expressed as a linear function of expected mean square terms (7) An unbiased estimate of I is given by Viewed in this way, we can classify the estimation of linear functions of variance components as follows:
1. , = CqAq for some q, 2. , = 2:qCqAq, cq > O,q > 1, 3. , = 2:r=l CqAq -2:;:'=1 drAT' where cq , d q > 0, P ~ 1, N ~ 1.
Note that in the following discussion, it is assumed that we have a balanced design. Although the following methods can be used when the design is not balanced, the performance of these methods is untested. 
where X; r is the (1 -oo)th percentile ofax 2 random variable with r tl degrees of freedom (i.e.,
, q
right-tail area= a), [2] . Ting, Burdick, Graybill, Jeyaratnam, and Lu is recommended. We will refer to this as the TBGJL method. The 1a lower confidence bound on , is given by 
L=:Y-JVi
If N = 1 then H;u is defined to be zero.
Ting, Burdick, Graybill, Jeyaratnam, and Lu used computer simulation to demonstrate that this interval provides confidence coefficients close to the stated levels over a wide range of conditions; see [10] .
There are alternatives to the TBGJL method. Let One alternative to the TBGJL method is to apply chi-squared approximations to fj p and to fj N, then use Howe's method to obtain a confidence interval for ()p -()N. Refer to [7] for a discussion of Howe's method.
A SAS Macro for Computing Confidence Intervals on Linear Functions of Variance Components
At the time of this work, SAS PROC MIXED output generally includes only asymptotic confidence intervals on variance components. Specifically, for parameters that have a lower bound constrained by zero, a Satterthwaite approximation is used to construct a confidence interval. The 1 -200 confidence interval for (]'2 is (24)
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where l/ = 2Z 2 , and Z is the Wald statistic (j2/ se ((j2) . For all other parameters, Wald Z-scores and normal quantiles are used to construct the limits. See [8] for details. Better methods exist for computing confidence intervals for variance components. Hence, it is believed that a macro that would provide superior intervals would be useful.
Specifically, the goal of the following macro is that the user need only input a data set, the factor names, and an adjacency matrix describing the model. The macro would fit a saturated model to the data and provide an ANOYA table as well as estimates and confidence intervals for the variance components. Additional estimates and confidence intervals for linear functions of variance components can be provided. The following algorithm was used to accomplish these goals. Note that this macro can be used even with unbalanced data, but methods used for computing confidence intervals for variance components are further approximations (because the sums of squares are no longer independent chi-squared random variables) of already approximate methods. The methods considered here remain largely untested for unbalanced data.
Summary
The number of nonisomorphic posets up to order 14 has been derived. Hence the number of nonisomorphic fixed effects models has also been derived because there is a one-to-one correspondence between posets and fixed effects models. Using the list of fixed effects models we have been able to enumerate mixed models with up to five factors. Finally, we created a SAS MACRO to compute confidence intervals for variance components from any of these (saturated) models using the methods discussed in the book "Confidence Intervals for Variance Components" by Burdick and Graybill [2] . A copy of this MACRO is available at www.stat.colostate.edurhess/MixedModels.htm.
